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Driven by a wide array
of smart technologies,
customers are more
informed than ever,
having access to multiple
sources of information,
which makes them more
demanding and much
less forgiving
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Introduction

South Africa has an expansive retail
industry with annual sales in excess of
R1 trillion (1). Behind this industry sits a
complex network of farms, factories,
distributors, warehouses and stores that
enable customers to collectively spend
more than R32 000 every second of
the day.
In a world of digital advancements,
this already complex supply network
is challenged even further by rapidly
increasing customer demands. Driven
by a wide array of smart technologies,
customers are more informed than ever,
having access to multiple sources of
information, which makes them more
demanding and much less forgiving. This
is reflected in recent industry report
published by MHI and Deloitte (2) in which
73% of survey respondents identified

customer demands on the supply chain as
extremely or very challenging, making it the
top challenge experienced in the field.
It is important to note that these challenges
are not limited to developed markets. The
increasing mobile phone penetration rate
and decreasing data costs in emerging
markets present retailers in these markets
with customers at the bottom of the
pyramid being more informed and more
demanding than ever before. In order
to remain relevant retailers across the
globe are required to embrace a more
connected world in which a digital network
of information and automation is driven
by customer demand.

progression of design, plan, source, make,
and deliver. Today, however, supply chains
are transforming from a sequence to a
dynamic, interconnected system that
can more readily incorporate a broader
range of ecosystem partners. Innovative
new technologies and business models
are progressing at an alarming rate, and
both new and existing technologies are
disrupting the fundamental flow of the
supply chain.

This has a profound impact on the
supply chain. Traditional supply chains
were linear in nature, with a discrete

Traditional supply networks

Digital supply networks
Syncronised planning
Dynamic
fulﬁllment

Cognitive planning
Quality sensing

Develop

Plan

Source

Make

Deliver

Connected
customer

Digital
core

Support

3D printing
Sensor-driven replenishment

Digital
development

Smart
factory
Intelligent supply

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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As digital disruption and
continued globalisation
continue to inflate
customer service
expectations and stretch
supply chains beyond
historical borders, leading
retailers are already
transforming their supply
networks to utilise the
wealth of information
captured and meet
customer demands
with increased flexibility,
visibility and transparency.

This shift from a linear, sequential supply
chain to an interconnected digital supply
network will be critical to the success
of retailers who will have to adapt and
implement the appropriate combination
of new technologies and business models.
As digital disruption and continued
globalisation continue to inflate customer
service expectations and stretch supply
chains beyond historical borders, leading
retailers are already transforming their
supply networks to utilise the wealth of
information captured and meet customer
demands with increased flexibility,
visibility and transparency. In essence,
they are shaping the new digital era of the
Connected Supply Chain.
As digital supply networks come into
play emerging technologies are creating
new opportunities to target customers,
personalise marketing events, and
integrate brick-and-mortar stores into
the retail supply chain in a way that
accelerate business and bring significant
improvements. As leading retailers deploy
these technologies to form a Connected
Supply Chain they will not only gain cost
advantages, but also change customer
expectations, pressurising other retailers
even further to adapt quickly and stay
relevant.
The Connected Supply Chain brings
numerous new challenges for established
retailers, but also provides exciting
new opportunities that allow retailers
to transform the entire business by
establishing the supply chain as a powerful
enabler to unlocking revenue growth, drive
better operating margin, increase asset
utilisation and ultimately reduce risk.
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How to approach the
Connected Supply Chain
To successfully navigate the challenges and
opportunities presented by the Connected
Supply Chain organisations need to remain
focused on realising improvements in the
three fundamental focus areas for any retail
supply chain, namely service levels, financial
performance and risk management. In the
figure below we explain the “moments of
truth” that a retailer experience with the
establishment of a Connected
Supply Chain.

Service Level Improvement Focus
The desired product is on the shelf when
the consumer comes to buy (key metric:
on-shelf availability/in-stock)

There is an integrated product
assortment, merchandising and
supply chain plan that ensures the
right products are available at the
right time at the right store to serve
the customer.
The product is in the store when
needed. Disciplined store execution
ensures that the shelves are
stocked, perpetual inventory is
accurate, and replenishment orders
are synchronised to demand.
The product is delivered to the store
when required, on-time and
damage free.
The product is available at the right
distribution center at the right time
to fulﬁll orders. Disciplined DC
planning and execution ensures the
orders are fulﬁlled accurately and
within the required time windows.
including capacity for promotional
peaks.
Suppliers deliver high quality
products to the DCs or Stores (DSD)
on-tirne, in-full. and damage free.

Supply Chain Financial
Improvement Focus

The product was procured and ﬂowed to the
store within the time window and cost basis
that allows it to be sold at a healthy margin.
(key metric: return on inventory investment)
There is an optimised assortment,
merchandising and supply chain
plan that ensures the right products
are available at the right time and
at the right cost. Service levels are
diﬀerentiated by product and
category.
Replenishment orders to retail
stores are optimised in regards to
inventory and cost. DC Orders
processed to enable eﬃcient shelf
restocking.
Transportation planning and
execution processes leverage TMS
in order to optimise the use of
private ﬂeet. Dedicated ﬂeet and
core carriers. External services
providers are strategically sourced
at competitive rates.
Distributfon network is optimised.
DCs leverage WMS and materials
handling technologies to eﬃciently
process inbound and outbound
orders.
Total cost of ownership approach.
Unbundling of inbound freight costs
to coordinate inbound and
outbound moves to reduce total
costs. Joint Business Planning and
collaborative promotion planning
& execution.
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Risk Management
Improvement Focus

The products ﬂow through the supply chain
without disruption or any incidents that
could lead to reputational damage.
(key metric: end-to-end quality assurance)
Clear view of product origin from
the source to the consumer
(e.g. farm to fork)
Products are tracked throughout
the value chain, allowing for a
recall of products at any moment
in time
Key quality metrics are tracked
throughout the value chain with
real time monitoring and
proactive alerts
Quality assurance is logged
across the value chain and the
end user has full visibility of the
product history
Predictive analytics and network
optimisation is used to
proactively adjust operations
during disruptions.

Connected Supply Chain

There are four key
aspects to the Connected
Supply Chain which
are underpinned by
technology enablers
like robotic process
automation, blockchain,
cloud computing and
storage, cyber security and
the internet of things, all
used in collaboration with
an ecosystems of partners.

In order to materialise these “moments
of truth” and realise the benefits of
Connected Supply Chain retailers need to
establish end-to-end visibility from data
distributed across the retail ecosystem,
effectively use analytics to derive
unprecedented insights and establish
functions within the organisation that
can turn the insights into actions that
unlock value.
This requires retailers to focus on the
development of the following four key
aspects of the Connected Supply Chain:

If your organisation has not yet successfully
established the four key aspects of the
Connected Supply Chain and you are
experiencing challenges in accelerating
your supply chain and providing seamless
availability in a cost-effective manner, you
are not alone. A significant number of
retailers have not managed to transform
their supply chains to remain relevant in
the new digital era of Connected Supply
Chain, and have to move fast to remain
relevant. To help you explore how best to
navigate this change, we will explore the
four key aspects of the Connected Supply
Chain in more detail.

1. Synchronised Planning
2.Advanced Analytics
3.Smart Sensors
4.Supply Network Control Tower

Syncronised Planning

Advanced Analytics

Drive collaboration and pro-activity
identify and address supply constraints

Enable data-driven decision-making
with advanced analytics and
cognitive technologies

Planning

Current systems,
processes and data
sources
Smart Sensors
Utilise Smart Sensor and external
data to illuminate the supply network

Analytics

Business Impact

Smart
Sensors
Actionable
Insights

Supply Network Control Tower
Use business insights to unlock value
across the orginisation and develop
data-driven business models and
responsive processes
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1. Synchronised Planning

Supply Chain planning has always been a
data-rich, analytical process, but as linear
supply chains evolve into interconnected
digital supply networks, the way we
think about supply chain planning will
fundamentally shift. The value-add of
the various steps in the current planning
process is being questioned. The wasted
hours spent on ineffective planning and
data manipulation only to find out the
buyers went with their gut feel, should
become a practise for only the few SKUs
that cannot be forecasted accurately yet.
The increasing amount of data and
intelligence made available through
connected systems, paired with greater
data processing capability, and the
continuing maturation of artificial
intelligence, is enabling a move toward
synchronised planning. Intelligent
technologies now enable smarter planning
decisions, in shorter time frames with
more foresight. This enables organisations
to unlock value by reducing costs and
removing reliance on “institutional”
knowledge. By gaining deeper and broader
insights, the decision-making process
improves dramatically, allowing planners
to increase the agility of their digital supply
networks.
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The way companies execute, organise and
structure planning capabilities, as well
as the planning skills required, will look
different going forward. Organisations have
typically used historical data to forecast
future demand within a specific set of
parameters to ensure demand is met
and unexpected events are absorbed. In
the future, inter-connected digital supply
networks will create a constant flow of
data from nodes throughout the supply
network, enabling accurate and real-time
planning that matches actual demand.
The dynamic and integrated nature of
the digital supply network suggests that
planning synchronisation will be essential
to the success of the network and broader
ecosystem.

The increasing amount
of data and intelligence
made available through
connected systems,
paired with greater data
processing capability, and
the continuing maturation
of artificial intelligence, is
enabling a move toward
synchronised planning.

Connected Supply Chain

Synchronised Planning Process
Pre-Season
Marketing
Plans

Master
Data

Sourcing

Product
Lifecycle

In-Season

Size / Pack

Replenishment
Category
Plans
Analytics
Insights

POs
Account
Plans

Financial
Plans

Assortment
Plans

Demand
Forecast

Data Driven Inputs

Promo
Plans

Cloud-based Planning System

Most supply chain organisations are simply
not ready for synchronised planning
and lack the capability to fully embrace
the value that it offers. This presents
companies with a new set of challenges
and opportunities. While the rapid pace of
change may compel organisations to adopt
synchronised planning, it may be difficult
to fully synchronise the planning process
all at once. Organisations should rather
approach this new era of synchronised
planning as a journey with multiple facets
of increased sophistication. The following
factors are important to consider as you
embark on this journey:

Order-to-buy

Allocation
Space
Plans

Financial
Targets

Supply Chain
Plans

Buy Plan

Clearance

Linked Traditional system

Shifting from sequential to concurrent
planning
In an interconnected, always-on
environment, demand planning can no
longer function as an isolated business
activity. It needs to become a living
process with constant inputs, to allow for
faster operational decision-making. This
requires agile planning processes enabled
by cloud-based solutions with in-memory
technology that can handle high volumes of
planning calculations from multiple users
across different functions, while ensuring
alignment and compliance.

Multiple Connections

Forecast casual factors and demand
drivers
Organisations can dramatically improve
forecasting with the use of advanced
analytics that leverages machine learning
algorithms. These algorithms can
incorporate a range of structured and
unstructured data from multiple internal
and external sources. These advanced
data sets can be used in predictive
modelling, improving forecast accuracy at
both the strategic and operational levels,
with wide ranging benefits.
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Pivoting from deterministic to
optimised supply
By shifting from static information to
real-time information in the digital
supply network, organisations can
reduce inefficiencies, increase utilisation,
minimise costs and optimise inventory
levels. To ensure that the wealth of
information created in the digital supply
network is turned into actionable insights,
organisations have to invest in developing
Supply Network Control Tower capabilities
to allow data-driven decision-making.
Automatic processes with artificial
intelligence
By leveraging computer-to-computer
connectivity and automation technologies,
organisations can drastically increase
resource efficiency and improve
process effectiveness, allowing planning
professionals to focus efforts on valueadding decision-making activities. Process
automation can be further enhanced
by cognitive learning technologies that
automate decision-making and replicate
human judgement.
Create synchronised planning
ecosystems
The use of advanced synchronised
planning technologies needs to expand
beyond the organisation, permeating
the entire ecosystem. Developing an
end-to-end connection from the source
to the consumer requires organisations
to collaborate and use technologies like
blockchain to track, trace and authenticate
products, record contracts, guarantee
the movement of information and record
transactions.
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As organisations journey toward fully
realised digital supply networks, the ability
to plan for and meet shifts in demand
will become increasingly critical. The
companies that start using advanced
technologies effectively at an early
stage will be well positioned to establish
synchronised planning and gain an early
competitive advantage.

As organisations journey
toward fully realised digital
supply networks, the ability
to plan for and meet shifts
in demand will become
increasingly critical.

Connected Supply Chain

2. Smart Sensors to fill the
data gaps
Smart sensors create the “digital last mile”
of the fully connected, always-on digital
supply network and provide the foundation
from which events in the physical world is
turned into digital insights. By providing
organisations with real-time information
about products, equipment, and conditions
in the surrounding environment, smart
sensors present organisations with
new opportunities that enable them to
increase operational efficiency, lower
production costs, and gain valuable
insights. Combined with advanced analytics
and automated processes, smart sensors
have many additional benefits such as
increased labour productivity, enhanced
performance accuracy and predictive
maintenance.

Smart sensors were traditionally used
for high value items in a closed loop
supply chain, or assets in a fixed location.
The introduction of more accessible,
reliable and cost effective IoT platforms
and advancements in technology, has
accelerated performance at a significantly
reduced cost, eroding the traditional
barriers to smart sensor adoption.
With the various elements of the smart
sensor ecosystem (see figure) becoming
more accessible and cost effective,
organisations are presented with exciting
new opportunities to track more items
and gain new insights. This presents new
opportunities in areas such as traceability
tracking, quality assurance, dynamic
demand fulfilment and demand sensing.

Wi-Fi
Local Area
Network (LAN)

Bluetooth

Near Field
Communication (NFC)
External / Central
Database

Radio Frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID)
GSM/GPRS

Cloud
Physical
Environment

Smart
Sensors

Transmission
standards

Secure gateway/
controller device

Centralised
platforms

The smart sensor ecosystem
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Thermal, chemical, and humidity sensors
placed within food and beverage
supply chains (e.g., pallets, containers,
refrigerators) to wirelessly transmit
real-time readings and alerts, enabling
remote adjustments to maintain quality
control. These sensors can also help trace
contaminated food supplies and enable a
company to reroute or recall the delivery
if needed. Recently, a global beverage
company used thin film electronic sensors
to create “smart bottles” that enable
them to track the bottle through the
supply chain, in-store, and to the point of
consumption. The tags dynamically detect
if a bottle is sealed or open with the tap of
a smartphone. These are just some of the
smart sensor use cases currently deployed
in the market.
The potential benefits may compel
organisations to invest in smart sensors
straight away, however we have found that
it requires careful consideration and a clear
understanding of the business objectives
and potential constraints of the different
solutions available in the market.
Deloitte has found that potential deterrents
to the adoption of smart sensors in supply
chains include the upfront investment in
supporting technology, limited internal
functional expertise, or an unwillingness
to redesign processes to incorporate
the sensor data. A number of enabling
technologies like in-house data aggregation
platforms, connectivity and data
encryption, among others, are required to
create value from a smart sensor strategy.
Having the technical skill set to ensure
interoperability between existing software
systems and smart sensors is another
prerequisite. Smart sensor integration will
require companies to have the willingness
and flexibility to implement or replace
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processes in their supply network to unlock
the true benefits of these smart sensors.
Smart sensors present the opportunity
for companies to increase the value and
integrity of the data in their supply chains,
but the business cases are not always
as clear to executives. The justification
of investment in smart sensors on a
case-by-case basis might be challenge,
and companies should therefore view
the investment as an enabler to a set of
broader use cases – for example investing
in sensing devices for energy savings
might enable a platform that assists with
controlling the cold chain. To realise these
benefits organisations should start by
defining the key business objectives and
developing a clear definition of integrated
use cases.

Deloitte has found that
potential deterrents to
the adoption of smart
sensors in supply chains
include the upfront
investment in supporting
technology, limited internal
functional expertise, or an
unwillingness to redesign
processes to incorporate
the sensor data.

Connected Supply Chain

3. Advanced Analytics to
drive value and explore
new connections
Data analytics has for many years been a
key element of supply chain organisations.
Traditionally, collecting data within
the supply chain has been confined to
transactions across multiple systems
ultimately consolidated into legacy ERP
systems. As supply chains evolve into
digital supply networks, smart sensors and
machine vision will create the opportunity
for significantly more measurements
within the supply chain. If organisations
are able to embed these technologies into
the Connected Supply Chain they could
be empowered to develop even more
advanced analytics capabilities.
A foundational element of various
advanced analytics capabilities is machine
learning. This is the process whereby a

computer distils meaning by exposure to
training data. Depending on the technique
used, an algorithm will improve itself by
adding a feedback loop that tells it in
which case it made mistakes. Various
types of machine learning algorithms
exist, but understanding which algorithms
deliver the best results for data sets used
within your organisation is an important
consideration in developing advanced
analytics capabilities. Initially data
analytics is limited to descriptive analyses,
but as the capability matures, predictive
insights and later prescriptive insights
can be developed. Prescriptive analytics,
leveraging machine learning, can assist
organisation in responding to supply and
demand challenges early to reduce the
traditional inefficiencies.

Analytics Maturity Journey
Prescriptive

Predictive

Descriptive

Diagnostic

Initial

Developing

Advanced

• Data aggregated from various sources
• Reactive, static reporting
• Interpretation and processing required
for insights
• Focus on data accuracy, consistency
and timeliness

• Real-time interactive dashboards
• Proactive analysis for decision-making
• Identiﬁcation of issues and actionable
solutions
• Analysis of trends against benchmarks
• Scenario-based forecasting

• Application of machine learning to create
predictive models
• Integrated statistical analysis allowing
cross-functional analytical insights
• Simulation and scenario-based planning
• Extensive automation, of business
processes

Reference: Gartner Analytics Maturity Model
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In addition, it is also necessary to
understand that the broader field of
technology development have a huge
interrelationship with the adoption
of advanced analytics. Technology
advancements such as cloud computing,
big data, APIs and Open Source play
a key role in developing advanced
analytics capabilities, and requires careful
consideration.

Cloud computing

Advanced analytics are based on
complex mathematical models
and require large amounts
of data and hence requires
immense computing power.
Cloud technology offers that in
a relatively low-cost and without
huge upfront investments.

Big Data

Many companies are investing in
“data lake” platforms to manage
fast growing volumes of data. Big
data is a prerequisite for advanced
analytics solutions to process and
derive insights from it.

APIs

Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) provide out-ofthe-box functionality that can
be called from another program
or application and can serve as
a gateway to building blocks for
intelligent applications.

Open Source

Many advanced analytics
solutions are available as Open
Source, meaning publicly available
and often at no license costs. With
a combination of API and Open
Source organisations can rapidly
build advanced analytics from
multiple pre-build modules.
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Even with the these technology
advancements making analytics more
accessible, taking full advantage of
advanced analytics, may prove more
challenging than anticipated. A key
element to the success of developing
the organisations analytics maturity
is to attract and retain the expertise
required to drive analytic success. From
our experience, data scientists are not
your standard employees. Organisations
need to look for people who are genuinely
curious, who are passionate about learning,
and driven by curiosity. The worst thing
organisations can do to data-scientists is
to force them into a rigid framework for
how to do their job. For the data-science
mind, freedom to innovate and experiment,
and even fail now and then, is the key. If
organisations create the right environment,
they will come.
For those retailers that manage to
successfully navigate the analytics maturity
journey, the impact will be profound.
Advanced analytics will first of all, create
an agile organisation with focused human
input on making decisions and acting on
them, rather than collecting and analysing
data. It will further increase efficiency
by allowing faster decision-making and
enabling continuous improvement through
test and learn methods. It will also drive
more innovation and allow retailers to
differentiate themselves from competitors
by having a deep understanding of their
customers.

Connected Supply Chain

4. Supply Network Control
Tower as an execution
enabler
As supply chains evolve into digital supply
networks and organisations capture
more data at a more granular level while
leveraging advanced analytics to gain
better insights, it becomes increasingly
important to establish a capability in the
organisation that can turn these insights
into action.

visualisations and workflow to enable
timely decision making. It also requires a
robust governance structure that ensures
the effective utilisation and sustainability of
the capability.

The Supply Network Control Tower is such
a capability. It is not a technology solution,
but rather an operating model (people,
process, governance, systems) with a
capability that reaches across the extended
supply network to analyse key metrics
and enable data-driven decision-making
at an operational, tactical and strategic
level. This requires a capability positioned
at the centre of the digital supply network
that can combine the right data, analytics,

Syncronised planning

What it is ....
Supply Network integration point

... and what it builds upon
Dynamic
fulﬁllment

Connected
customer

Supply Network integration point

Big data analytics

Analytics capabilities

Reporting functions

Digital
core

Data-driven decision-making

Data warehousing

Continuous Improvement enabler
Strategic insights and business enabler

Operational dashboards

Work ﬂow management tools
Digital
development

Smart
factory

Operations management tools

Intelligent supply

The SNCT leverages various functions across the organisation to develop a supply chain focused capability
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A key element of the Control Tower is the digital core on which it is
built. The foundation of the digital core is a data integration layer
which aggregates structured and unstructured data from internal
systems, extended applications and smart sensors. The data in
the aggregation layer is cleaned and processed using various
algorithms. This enables the Control Tower to track key metrics
in visualisation tools, automatically issue actions to employees in
workflow tools and develop predictive forecasts using advanced
analytics.

Supply Network Control Tower - High Level Architecture
A

Smart
Sensors

B

Transmission
Standards

C

Hardware
Abstraction
Layer

D

Source
Applications

E

Integration
Layer

Process
Orchestration
Sensor

Wi-Fi

Sensor
Control

Bluetooth

Analytics
Layer

H

Toutch
Points

Connected SCM
Solution
Data Lake

Dashboards
Computer

Data
Warehouse

ERP

Advanced
Analytics

Rules Engine
Data Mart

Marketing

Scorecards

Event Processing

POS

RFID

G

Canonical Data
Model

In Memory
Data

Reporting

Operational
Data Store

Exception
Monotoring

Process Orchestration

Event
Defection

Communications Gateway

GSM/GPRS

Data
Repositories

Supply Chain
Planning System
Enterprise
Service Bus

Scanner

F

Tablet

Smartphone

Wearables

Acquisition
Control
Near Field
Communications
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3rd Party
Systems

API Management

Social
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A Control Tower solution can be applied to a specific area of the
supply chain, but is most effective when it reaches across the
extended supply network. With an in-depth understanding of
the key value drivers across the end-to-end supply network, it
enables the organisation to address key challenges (see diagram)
by planning with foresight and managing operations with more
insight.
Inbound
Challenges across the supply
network
• Lack of visibility and
ineﬀective communication
between store, DC, buyer and
supplier on stock
requirements and delivery
times

• Unexpected disruptions
in transport systems
• Lack of business
continuity planning

• Ineﬀective inventory
management
• Distribution planning
struggling to have stock in the
right place at the right time
• OTIF measurement not
granular enough and RCA
happens too late
• Inconsistant carrier
performance

• Incorrect product mix for store
types and reasons
• Promotion eﬀectiveness not
measured per region
• POS and other external data
not used eﬀectively to add
intellegence to plan
• Conﬂicting business incentives
and metres at store level

Inbound
warehouse
Farmer

eCommerce
delivery

Local supplier
Manufacturing
and packaging

Industrial

• Diﬀerent mechanisms and
reporting requirements

Industrial
supplier

Point of
entry

• Late deliveries and continued
ﬁreﬁghting to get raw meterials on sight
• Long supply chain with imports and
poor tracability
• CLM and Procurement System not used
eﬀectively for supplier communications

• Incorrect packing of pallets
and ineﬀective packaging
material
• Incorrect handling during
the distribution process
• Theft along the supply chain
resulting in return of short
deliveries

Transit
bay

• Visibility lost when returned stock
in handed over to retailer DC
• Poor product quality management
• Using trading terms ineﬀectively

• Inaccurate forecasting and/or
inaccurate promotional plan
resulting in incorrect supplu
• Ineﬃcient stock management
• Slow reaction time to stock outs

Many organisations see the value in having a Control Tower
solution, but struggle to establish such a capability within their
organisations. Based on our experience, organisations need to
follow an agile approach that shows value early on and delivers
tangible impact. This requires retailers to think big, start small
and act fast. Those organisation that do manage to build an endto-end Supply Network Control Tower capability, stand to realise
significant top- and bottom line improvements. This will be enabled
by improved customer service levels, accelerated speed to market,

Primary or
secondary DC

Retailer DC

Distributive
trader

Retail store

Cash &
carry

Consumer

Consumer

• Ineﬃciant returns process driving
behavior to circumvent potential
delays
• Admin delays and reconciliation
issues with returns process

reduced cost of transportation, optimised inventory, contained
business wastage, reduced lead time and idle assets, optimised
workforce scheduling, improved risk mitigation and enhanced
quality adherence.
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Conclusion

The evolution of traditional, linear supply
chains to integrated, digital supply
networks bring a series of challenges and
opportunities within the retail industry. As
leading retailers deploy these technologies
to form a Connected Supply Chain they
do not only gain cost advantages, but
also change customer expectations,
pressurising other retailers even further to
adapt quickly and stay relevant.
As the underlying technologies mature,
further improvements will enhance supply
chain operations and enable new business
models to drive collaboration across the
wider retail ecosystem. This will unlock
significant value through new revenue
streams and far-reaching efficiency gains.
This requires future fit retailers in both
developing and emerging markets to build
the capabilities that allow them to capture
the correct data using Smart Sensors,
derive new insights using Advanced
Analytics, turn the insights into valuedriven actions in a Supply Network Control
Tower and establish Synchronised Planning
in collaboration with the broader retail
ecosystem.
This is the new era of Connected Supply
Chain.
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The retailers that stand
to survive are required
to adapt and invest in
the capabilities that will
position supply chain
operations key enabler
for competitive advantage.
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